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Integrated Connected Service Vehicle Solution
There are over 9.3 million fleet service vehicles in the United States. Service vehicles
are a valuable capital asset. With the number of assets and inventory items they carry,
companies need visibility into their inventory and assets on each vehicle.
Apptricity’s Connected Service Vehicle solution turns your day-to-day field service
vehicle schedule into a mobile asset and inventory tracking system that allows you to
track all your items in real-time in each vehicle. Track everything inside with our I–
Connect Edge devices using RFID or Bluetooth technology. Gain daily visibility, so you
can see in real-time your current inventory levels for each vehicle and find out what your
field techs are using for each job assignment.

Responsive Work Order Management
Leverage the Connected Service Vehicle solution with our Field Service Application to
gain insight into work orders in real-time and determine what inventory is needed to
work each job assignment. Apptricity’s mobile field service application allows your
technicians to view their workload for the day, receive turn-by-turn directions to the next
job, and be aware of all assets and inventory within their vehicle. As technicians
complete each work order, the time spent and inventory used for the job is automatically
logged and updated on the cloud-based system for instant reporting and reconciliation.

Provides Real-Time & Automatic Updates
With our integrated field services solution, you can track vehicles at any job site, the
time spent, and the quantity and value of each item onboard the vehicle, no matter
where they are on route. Pairing this technology with additional tagging and sensor
options, you will have complete transparency into each vehicle’s internal conditions for
sensitive assets requiring temperature, humidity, and orientation monitoring. You can
upload inventory usage reports throughout the day, virtually eliminating manual cycle
counts of inventory in each vehicle at the end of the day. This automatic feature can
help can reduce labor hours by 70% or more.
Upgrade Your Existing Fleet of service vehicles with I-Connect devices or the
complete Connected Service Vehicle Solution
Set Up Geofencing borders that send alerts when service vehicles enter or leave
a certain area, such as the lot, service station, or area of operation.
Get Real-Time Vehicle Diagnostics by connecting a vehicle’s OBD port to the IConnect controllers onboard.
Gain Real-time Visibility of all the assets and inventory inside each vehicle with
schedule reports throughout the day, hour, or minute.
To learn more about the Integrated Connected Services Vehicle solution or schedule a
demo, visit apptricity.com/demo-request or email info@apptricy.com.
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